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INTRODUCTION

A quick glance at this portion of The Wilderness Review Program_gf th§_

Bureau of Land Manaqement (BLM) in Oregon will indicate a heavy reliance on Part
One. I Although it is our intent to have as little duplication as possible
in Parts One and Two, it is necessary for the reader to have read Part One in
order to understand the concepts and issues addressed here. Part Two contains

a review of the long-awaited(BLM)Wilderness Review Procedures. 2 In addition'
to the review procedures, the BLM document we are discussing also includes

the draft policy priorities, and schedule.

We also have included a chapter on the accelerated roadless area inventory

completed along the proposed route of Pacific Power and Light Company's (PP&L)

500 KV powerline, planned to be built across Southern Oregon.

Since the wilderness review process includes a number of  terms that  may

not be familiar to the reader, a glossary is included,



1  ,



4.

CHAPTER I

EXPLANATION AND ANALYSIS: BLM PROPOSED WILDERNESS PULICY

Explanation

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has developed broad policy

statements to guide the federal agency throughout the wilderness review process

l. The BLM will systematically inventory the public lands for potent ial

wilderness preservation. Exceptions are those lands: (a) held for the

benefit of Indians, Aleuts, and Eskimos under provision of the ANCSA (however,

lands not transferred will be subject to wilderness review); (b) withdrawn

under provision of section l7(d)(2) of the ANCSA or administrative proposal

for new parks, wildlife refuges, and forest (however, lands not transferred

will be subject to wilderness review); (c) tentatively approved State
selections; (d) Outer Continental Shelf; and (e) identified commercial

t imber areas on the 0&C lands. The inventory will first  be applied to  the 55

instant  study areas formally ident ified as natural and primit ive areas.

2. The BLM will inventory the public lands as rapid ly as possib le to

delineate: (a) areas with wilderness preservation potential requiring interim

management protection, and (b) areas where multiple use activities excluding

wilderness can proceed.

3, The BLM will encourage and offer an opportunity for public involve-

ment and review throughout all phases of the wilderness review process. The

public will be given an opportunity to recommend changes in wilderness study

areas during public review.



M. The BLM will recognize wilderness as an identifiable resource within

its multiple-use management procedures. In land use planning, BLM wil l

consider identified wilderness resources along with all other resource values.

5. During the wilderness review, multiple use activities (including access)

will continue with advanced planning to protect the existing wilderness desig-

nation potential of areas or islands. Environmental assessment records or

environmental statements prepared on activities will include discussion of the

wilderness resource where appropriate_ The discussion will cover values per

sections 2(a) and (C) ef the wilderness Att of september 3, 196A (P.L. 88-577).

Environmental controls or modifications in proposed actions will be made if

necessary to protect wilderness values.

6. in the selection of wilderness study areas, the key factor will not be

the presence of man-made features (intrusions), but rather the extent of their

effect on the landscape. Man-made features will not automatically exclude an

area from wilderness consideration. intrusions will be evaluated to determine

their degree of contrast with the existing landscape. For example, an existing

fence will be looked at to see if it can be considered to be substantially unnotice-

able; if so, the area can be considered for Wilderness. Probably most barbed

wire fences would not be considered substantially noticeable, whereas a 6-foot

cyclone fence would be. However, an acceptable standard for evaluation of

intrusions will be developed with public input. intrusions along with other factors

will be considered as to whether or not an area should be given further consider-

ation for wilderness designation. Also, when determined to be practical or

economically feasible, adverse impacts caused by an intrusion on an area may be

mitigated or rehabilitated to allow an area to be studied further for wilderness,

The same contrast principle will be used to analyze proposed projects inside or

adjacent to designated wilderness areas.



7. Since legislation will be required for an area to be included in

the National Wilderness Preservation System, the report for each study area

being recommended as suitable will be accompanied by an environmental assessment

record or environmental statement. An environmental assessment record or

enuirgnmenfai impa¢t statement (EIS) will not be required for areas recommended
as nonsuitable.

8. Existing formally identified primitive and natural areas will continue

to be managed per current protective procedures stated for each area until

designations, classifications or withdrawals are changed, or areas are desig-

nated wildgrnegs by Congressional action.

9 ,  B LM officia ls  wi l l  cooperate  with other land management agencies to

form joint wilderness study efforts wherever wilderness study areas cross

administrative boundaries.
I  l

i0. A required act ion to prevent  loss of  life or property may proceed

in emergency situations (such as drought, fire, or flood) even though it is in

an area  or is land hav ing wi lderness  potentia l .  Circumstances  and ac tion taken

must be documented and made a public record, filed in the District involved.

ll. Where specific project instructions through a Washington BLM office

directive have been issued prior to issuance of these policies and procedures,

the previously issued directives will rule.



Analysis

Despite the fact that the above policy statements are a bit vague, ev;r0n_

mentalists believe the approach taken by the BLM appears to be fair, However, there

are a number of points to be made concerning the agency's wilderness guidelines.

l. The guideline document is written more as an internal paper for

Bureau use rather than for the general public. Terms that BLM employes would

know, but the average interested citizens might not know, are frequently used

without proper explanation. For example, in Policy #l "ANCSA" refers to the

Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

2. The Bureauʻs intention to exclude commercially valuable "0&C" land

from the review process is unwise, and in fact illegal. (see #l(d), supra).

Part One, Chapter One of this report contains an analysis of this issue.

3. The BLM should be commended for considering mitigation and rehabil-

itation (see #6, supra) of past developments which may allow otherwise

unqualified areas to be further considered in the review process.

k, The contrast principle' (see #6, supra) is similar to the purity

doctrine applied by the Forest  Service in that  agency's at tempts to disqualify

suitableareas, Congress intended to bury this doctrine in the legislative

history (hearing records, and reports) of the Endangered American Wilderness

Act, 2 OSPIRG suggests that the BLM review this legislative history and A
conduct the review process accordingly. In addition, the Bureau should sub-

stitute the concepts of imprints of man's work and substantially unnoticeable

for the contrast principle. The former two are found in S€CtiOn"(c)“ of
The wilderness Act. 3



5. lt is unwise to only subject the suitable- areas to the ehViFOH'

mental imPeCt Statement process (seg #7, supra) and not those considered

unsuitable..̀  The BLM is apparently assuming that the impacts come only with
designation of an area as Wilderness and not with failure to designate land
for wilderness preservat ion. Failure to  set  aside land for wilderness may

likely lead  to  its dest ruct ion . The dest ruct ion  o f  wilderness is certain ly

a significant impact affecting the quality of the human environment and there-

fore under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), an EIS is required.

6. The proposal to conduct joint wilderness studies (see #9, supra)

where the wilderness land crosses administrative boundaries is commendable.

7, The suggestion that Washington BLM office directives (concerning

specific project instruction) take precedence over the above policies, when

the d irect ives are issued prior to  the adopt ion of  such policies, is patent ly

contrary to the intent of Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and Management

A¢t (FLPMA) (seg #ll, ggggg). Such directives are not subjected to any public input

process and in some cases may be contrary to the BLM finalised wilderness
policy. lt is clear that consistency in the Wildefness V!VieW Pfogfam is not
only desirable, but necessary. On the practical level, allowing previous
directives to supersede other action would allow the inventory of roadless

areas with wilderness characterist ics along Pacific Power and Light  Co.'s

proposed 500 KV powerline to prevail, even though the inventory has several

procedural inadequacies (see Chapter 5).





C H A P T E R  I l  .

EXPLANATION AND ANALYSiS: BLM PROPOSED WILDERNESS REVIEW PROCEDURES

Explanation

In February, i978, the BLM issued its draft Wilderness_Review Procedures ‘
for public review and comment. included in the review procedures are the

BLM‘s draft wilderness priorities and schedule, along with a draft interim

management program. These are dealt with in other chapters of Part Two.

The procedures are divided into three stages: Inventory, Study and

Reporting. To aid the reeeer, we have included a flow chart in the tables. By

carefully reading the text of Part ll and referring to the flow chart, the

reader should have little problem understanding the proposed review procedures.

wilderness inventory

The inventory is the process during which an initial determination is

made as to which roadless areas of at least 5000 acres in size (or less if they

can be managed in a practicable manner as wilderness) and roadless islands

(regardiess of size) have wilderness characteristics. This Inventory will
be made through a coordinated Bureau-wide effort. if for some reason, the

inventory has not been completed for a region in which a project (such as a
powerline) is proposed, the inventory will be done through the environmental
assessment record (EAR) and environmental impact statement (EIS) process. 2
There will be two distinct steps in this phase. First, a determination of

roadless areas (an area with an absence of roads) will be made. To identify

the roadless areas it will be necessary to determine what are, and are not,

"roads (see Part One, Chapter ill). BLM intends to use the following definition
,  .  3



Road -  For the purpose of the wilderness inventory, a road is defined

as and must meet all of the following:

An access route which has been improved and maintained by using hand
or power machinery or tools to insure relatively regular and continuous
use. A way maintained soley by the passage of vehicles does not
constitute a road.

Words and phrases used in the above definition of "road" are defined as:

Improved and maintained: Where actions have been and will continue to
be directed to physically keep the road open
to traffic.

Relatively regular and
c ont i nuous  us e :  U s e  by  v e h i c l e s  h a v i n g  fo u r  o r  m o r e  w h e e l s

which has occurred and will continue to occur
on a recurring basis, for a predetermined,
planned, or intended purpose. (An example
would be access for equipment to maintain a
stock water tank. Casual or random use by off-
road vehicles or recreationists does not qualify).

After the determination of the road network, an inventory of the areas which

are at least S000 acres in size will be conducted.
At  th is po int , a review of  the wilderness characterist ics o f  the roadless

areas and road less islands will take p lace. The characterist ics are defined
Ain section 2(c) of the Wilderness Act. (See Part One, Chapter I), These

characteristics include:5
(i) An area where the earth and its community of life are untrammeled

by man (emphasis added).

(ii) An area of undeveloped Federal land retaining its primeval character

and influence, without permanent improvement or human habitation.

(iii) Generally appears to have been affected primarily by the forces

of nature, with the imprint of man's work substantially unnoticeable (emphasis
added).



(iv) Has outstanding opportunities for solitude gg a primitive and

unconfined type of recreation (emphasis added). `

(v) Has a least 5,000 acres of land, or is of sufficient size to make

practical its preservation and use in an unimpaired condition (emphasis added),

(vi) May also contain ecological, geological, or other features of

scientific, educational, scenic, or historical value (emphasis added).

These criteria will be the ggi! ones used for determination of wilderness

characteristics. After the BLM has completed its determination, the agency

will issue a preliminary list of Wilderness Study Areas (HSA), Roadlessareas

without sufficient wilderness characteristics are to be dropped from further

considerat ion. Before the final NSA lists are approved by the respect ive State

Directors, the public will have an opportunity to  suggest  revisions to  the prelim-

inary list (both deletions and additions). However, such public comments are

limited to the criteria set forth in .S€CtiOn (c) of the Wilderness Act.

After the wilderness Study Areas are finalized, the actual study process will

begin.

wilderness Study

The BLM intends to use the existing planning system to analyze each

WSA for: 6 '
a) The advisability, compatability and values of including it in the
National Wilderness Preservation System;

b) Preservation advisability with other resource uses; and
' c) The developing of suitable or nonsuitable wilderness recommendation.



lt is helpful to understand the BLMʻs planning System in the Bureau of

Land Management‘s words:7 The BLM planning system is a continuous and dynamic
planning analysis sequence used to arrive at land and resource use allocations.

It is not static but is kept current to show change in resource capabilities

and peopleʼs expectations. There is a programmed 6-year formal ¢y¢1e to

update each plan. The update will incorporate new data, re-analyze past land
and resource allocations and correct past omissions. ln the intervals between

updates, revisions are made on a continual basis to post new data or findings
as they come to the Bureau's attention. The following outline identifies the

steps within the planning system and how the wilderness review is to mesh with
the planning system: 8

(i) unit Resource Analysis (URA). The URA is a set of maps and

narratives which shows the location of the planning unit under consideration,lists

basic data, discusses the present condition of the various resources within that

unit, and indicates opportunities available for managing these resources.

(During the wilderness inventory, the present condition of all roadless areas

meeting the minimum 5,000-acre site will be noted in these terms: wilderness

resources present, quality of the wilderness characteristics, and opportunit ies

for enhancement that are technically feasible).

(ii) Management Framework Plan (MFPl. The MFP is where recommen-

dations are made and analyzed for each resource activity. Conflicts are

analyzed and management decisions are made to determine the use or combination

of uses that should be recommended for a planning area. in the case of wild-

erness, the decision to be made is: should the study area, or part of it, be

recomended as suitable or nonsuitable for management as a unit of the National

Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS).a The ultimate decision as to whether or



not an area will be preserved as part of the National Wilderness Preservation

System will be made by the Congress. As stated in the Wilderness Act, the

wilderness preservation management objective is to provide an enduring resource

for present and future generations. Therefore, a lack-of-demand rationale'

within the short-term planning horizon of the MFP is not a valid reason for

not identifying wilderness preservation as a management objective.

(iii) Planning Area Analysis 1EAA). The PAA analyzes the social-
economic profile and all other pert inent information to develop a data base

which will be used to determine the significance of the social, economic,

institutional, and environmental values and resources of a planning area.

The data will also be used to develop a rat ionale for objectives and recommen-

dat ions. A regional analysis will be used in the PAA to present  locat ion,

use tr¢nd5,and condition of all existing wilderness areas in the physiographic
region where the study areas are located.

(lt should be noted that BLM‘s entire planning and inventory process is
likely to change in the near future. BLM recently released a Discussion

Package for Use in Proposed Rulemaking Phase_of Regulation Development for

inventory and Planning Under Sections 20| and 202 of the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act (FLPMA) (February 23, i973), The proposed planning and

inventory procedures are significantly different from the present planning

system discussed in the text accompanying footnote 8).
A Planning Unit is a subpart of a BLM District (seg Part One, Chapter i).

No details are given by the Bureau as to what is meant by advisability,

compatability, and values of including it  in the National wilderness Preservation

System' (NHPS) or preservation advisability with other resource uses. lt

is assumed the former refers to reasons why it  should be included in the NWPS



and the latter to why it should not. The developing of suitable or non-
suitable recomendation occurs after all relevant factors have been assessed.

The recommendation includes those areas which in the opinion gf the Bureau,

should or should not be designated a unit of the NWPS. After the recomm-
endation is made the Wilderness reporting process begins. A

The public will have opportunities to provide input at any time during

the study process. Specific requests for public input will be made as

conditions warrant, or "at the very least when plans are updated (every six

to eight years).“ 9

wilderness Reporting

After the Bureau (and the Department of the interior) has formulated

its recommendations as to what should and should not be included in the NWPS,

the Department  will report  its finding to  the President  of  the United States.

This reporting process will vary depending on whether the particular recommen-

dation is "suitable" or "unsuitable," For recommendation of suitable areas,

the steps include the following: lo

l. The Study Area Report (preliminary) will be prepared to include an

outline of proposals for management of the area as Wilderness and a summary

of the-analysis, rationale, and resource commitments as stated in the Management

Framework Plan.

2. Section 603 of FLPMA requires that before any area of land can be

recommended for preservation that a Minerals Evaluation be conducted by the

US Geological Survey and the Bureau of  Mines.

3, The BLM will comply with mandatory cultural, air quality, endangered

species and other Legal Reguirements.

h. The requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of



|969 will be complied with by the preparation of an environmental assessment
record and/or environmental impact statement (EAR and/or EIS).

5. The Public Notice requirements outlined in section 3(d) of the

wilderness Act will be utilized for obtaining public input. These procedures

i n c l u d e :  -

(l) publishing notice of the proposed designations in the fggggal

Register and widely publicizing the proposals in the news media serving

the area;

(2) officially notifying State and local governments; and

(3) holding at least one public hearing and as many public meetings

and COHYBCTS GS GGCGSSBFY tO obtain comment on the proposed designation.

These v iews submitted through the hearings, public  meetings, and by State

and local governments on each area will be included with the recommendation

submitted to the President.

6. After the above steps are taken, a Study Area Report (revised) will

b e  p r e p a r e d .  '

7, The Report to the President will include:l]
(l) the data developed in the inventory;
(2) staff discussions and supporting rationale used to Form

recommendations:

(3)  other resource situat ions and issues in the study area;

(4) the BLM suitability recommendation along with a specifically

mapped boundary;

(5) U.S. Geological Survey/Bureau of Mines minerals inventory report;

(6) public record from the hearing; and

(7) draft legislation.



For those areas considered by the Bureau to be non-suitable, only

some of the above steps will be carried out: 12 ‘
l. The Study Area Report (preliminary) will differ from the suitable areas

report by including a rationale why the area or island is not being recommended

f o r  i n c l u s i o n  i n t o  t h e  N W PS.  i t  wi l l  c l e a r l y  s t a t e  wh y  a n o t h e r  re s o u rc e  u s e  ~

or concept has preference over Wilderness.

2. The Public Not ice procedures will be as those for su itab le areas.

3; The Study Area Report (revised) will reflect any changes resulting
from public input.

M. The Report to the President will include: I3
(l) data developed in the inventory;

(2) staff discussions and supporting rationale used to form recomm-

e n d a t i o n s ;  ‘

(3) other resource situations, issues, and recommendations used

in  t h e st u d y area f ro m  t h e Man ag em en t  F ram ewo rk Plan  i l  an d  i l l ;  »

(M) the BLM's non-suitability recommendation along with a specific

map of the area; and

_ (5) public document record from the hearing.

After the President receives the recommendation, s/he will have two

years to "advise the President  of  the Senate and the Speaker of  the House

of  Representat ives of  his/her recommendat ions with respect  to designat ion of

wilderness of each such area, together with a map there of, and a definition

of boundaries....“}h The recommendation of the President can only become
e f f e c t i v e  b y  a n  A c t  o f  C o n g r e s s .  .



Analysis

Wilderness Inventory

In general, the inventory process is commendable. The major shortcomings

fall into two categories: compliance with NEPA and public involvement.

0SPlRG offers the following suggestions:
l. More detailed direction should be provided in the final procedures

(e.g., timelines, and specific public review mechanisms); '

2. The public involvement process could be considerably strengthened

by maintaining an extensive mailing list of citizens and organizations who

are interested in the review process. This would insure that interested

members of the public are regularly informed of review developments.

3. Special efforts should be made to inventory suitable areas less than

5,000 acres, especially in western Oregon, where so little wilderness exists.

h, It is the intent of the Bureau when evaluating outstanding opportunities
for solitude gr a primitive and unconfined type of recreation to consider
these two factors separately. This separation is good because there may be

areas which have opportunit ies for solitude, but  have lit t le opportunity

for recreation, and vice versa. However, the Bureau also intends to evaluate

those outstanding opportunities in comparison to other roadless areas in
the Region. 15 ʻThis is a serious flaw. Comparison of roadless areas to
other roadless areas serves only one purpose, to disqualify areas. 'All areas

must be considered on their own merits. It is possible that a region may

contain several outstanding areas and other areas which if anywhere else

would also be considered outstanding .

wilderness Study Areas should not be compared against each other; they

should be compared to the developed land in the region. It is conceivable

1 | "



that an area in an overdeveloped BLM District of western Oregon may not rate
favorable when compared to areas in eastern Oregon. However, that western

Oregon area might be the only wilderness left in a particular region, there-

fore making it invaluable as wilderness. _ '
S. The BLM plans to have the State Directors determine the final Wild-

erness Study Areas list. OSPIRG suggests that this determination be made
by the National Director of the BLM. The wilderness program is a national

issue and it has been shown that the majority of Americans favor more wild-

erness designation.‘6 It is unfortunate, but often the case, that State
Directors are more heavily influenced by local pressures and biases, which '

are often ant i-wilderness. On the other hand, the Director of  the BLM is

appointed by the President and approved by the Senate.

6. The BLM does not plan to prepare an enViF0Dm€ntHl imPaCf St3fem¢Dt(5)

at two key steps in the inventory process: i) the determination of the

roadless areas and 2) the wilderness characteristics inventory. Both of
these stages will result in the determination that certain lands will no

longer be considered for'Wilderness. These determinations are substantial

actions which require an EIS under NEPA.

wilderness Study`

I. The entire process is vague and in need of clarification.
2.. While the Bureau has made a good attempt to avoid the old purity

doctrine and sights, sounds, and smell` criteria (which were invented by the

Forest Service to disqualify suitable areas), some of it has creeped into _
the Bureau's procedures. The BLM should extensively study the Forest Service

purity doctrine as summarized in the legisiative history of the Endangered
lAmerican wilderness Act. 7



3, A heavy reliance is placed on the BLM planning system” This planning

system is inherently poor and in need of strengthening and revision. The

current Unit Resource Analyses and Management Framework Plans are hopelessly

out of  date. The BLM is currently draft ing regulat ions to implement the

inventory and planning procedures required by FLPMA.l8
H. During the study process, the Bureau should insure that the intent

of Congress is carried out:

The committee intends that the Bureau of Land Management wilderness
review program will be similar to the process developed by the Forest
Service.  Emphasis should be on mult iple  nat ural  vaiues as part  of  an
overall muitiple use framework for a general area rather than primarily
recreat ional uses. In  add it ion  to  pub lic use values, u lt imate desig -
nation as wilderness should augment multiple use management of adjacent
or nearby lands in protecting watershed and water yield, wildlife
habitat preservation, preserving natural plant communities and similarnatural values. I9

wilderness Reporting

The major inadequacy of this portion of the procedures deals with the

unequal treatment of the suitabie and non-suitable areas. ʻBoth are elegible
for inclusion into the Nat ional Wilderness Preservat ion System. The lat ter

contains areas which the BLM chose not to recommend. As the Bureau itself

has stated:

The BLM role in the wilderness review procedure is to recommend to
the Secretary of the interior -- President -- Congress those public
lands which are suitable or nonsuitable for wilderness preservation.
(Congress makes the final decision on what areas will or will not be
ineiuded in the Nerienei wilderness Preservation system). 20

in order to make a final decision Congress will need as much information

on the nonsuitable areas as for the suitable areas. Both the Mineral Evaluation
and NEPA should be applied to all wSA's. The agency's own solicitor says

that the Bureau should do a Mineral Evaluation of all wSAʻs:

7



While the language only requires that mineral surveys be prepared
on areas recommended for inclusion, it might be advisable to prepare
mineral reports for all wilderness study areas. Congress may wish
to consider areas for inclusion in the wilderness system that the
Bureau views as unsuitable and reject areas that the Bureas considers
suitable on the basis of  congressional review of  the resource infor-
mation. Under these circumstances, the information provided to
Congress should be the same for each wilderness study area.2I

Similarly, all WSA's should be subject to the NEPA process. The BLM is

apparently under the mistaken impression that the impacts that require an

EIS are those of preserving an area, not the those of developing an area.

A nonsuitable recommendation is a major federal action significantly affecting

the quality of the human environment, and is therefore subject to the EIS

process of NEPA.



CHAPTER lll

EXPLANATi0N AND ANALYSIS: BLM PROPOSED PRlDRlT|ES AND SCHEDULE

Explanation

The SLM has determined that the following considerations (in order of

importance) will determine the priorities in the Bureau‘s Wilderness Review
l

Program:

l. The need to determine wilderness potential of areas where major
projects are proposed that relate to national issues, such as mineral,
energy, and renewable resources needs;

Z. The need to protect threatened wilderness study areas from loss of
suitability for possilbe inclusion into the National Wilderness
System;

3, The need to minimize interference with the ongoing multiple use
management and sustained yield of resources from public lands; and

A. The need to  study and report  to  the President  the wilderness preser-
vation potential of formally identified areas, including ll primitive
areas and MA natural areas which are discussed in the schedule below.

The tentative schedule to carry out the wilderness program: 2
March i978

July l978

October i979

Juiy 1980

July 1980

October i980

Circulate draft Wilderness Review Procedures for public
comment.

Wilderness Review Program will be fully approved and
operational.

The “Study“ phase of the instant Study Areas will be
completed (see Part One, Chapter I),

"inventory Stage completed (see Chapter ll).

"Reporting' Stage completed for Instant (Natural or
Primitive) Areas (see Chapter I, and Part One, Chapter l)

Wilderness Review Completed.



i . . .   ~

Analysis

l. The BLM should reverse priorties #l and #2, The purpose of the

Wilderness Program is to evaluate BLM wilderness for potential designation

and to allow Congress the opportunity to make the final decision. It is

not the intent of the program to support major projects. 3
2. One year, rather than the proposed two years, should be quite

adequate for completion of the inventory process.

3. The most important shortcoming is the lack of a re-review mechanism

The long experience of  the Forest  Service has shown that  problems will  arise

and errors will be made. A built in process for re-review would allow for

efficient correct ion of  the inevitable mistakes.

The lack of  a review procedure is of  part icular concern regarding areas

less than 5000 acres in size. Such areas may be suitable for inclusion into

the Wilderness System, but are not required to be inventoried or studied by
the BLM. Due to the magnitude of many roadless areas in eastern Oregon for

example, several of smaller areas could be overlooked, However, in western

Oregon, the situation is much different. Due to the magnitude of developed

areas, it is necessary that-special efforts be made to identify, study and
report areas less than 5000 acres.



CHAPTER IV

EXPLANATION AND ANALYSIS: BLM INTERIM POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

Explanation

Because of compla ints  that the  Forest Serv ice  was destroy ing de  facto

wilderness before Congress had an opportunity to act , Congress ordered the
l

Following to apply to the BLM Wilderness Program:

During the period of review of such areas and until Congress has deter-
mined otherwise, the Secretary shall continue to manage such lands
according to his authority under this Act and other applicable law
in  a_manner so as not  to impair the suitability of  such areas for pre-
servation as wilderness, subject, however, to the continuation ot
existinq_mining and grazing uses and mineral leasing in the manner
and degree in which the same was being conducted on the date oi
approval of this Act: Provided, that, in managing the public lands
the Secretary shall by regulation or otherwise take any action
required to prevent unnecessary or undue degradation of the lands
and their resources or to afford environmental protection. Unless
previously withdrawn from appropriation under the mining laws, such lands
shall continue to be subject to such appropriation during the period
of review unless withdrawn by the Secretary under the procedures of
section 20# of this Act for reasons other than preservation of their
wilderness character.  Once an area has been designated for preservat ion
as wilderness, the provisions of the Wilderness Act which apply to nationa
forest wilderness areas shall apply with respect to the administration
and use of such designated area, including mineral surveys required by
section A(d)(2) of the Wilderness Act, and mineral development, access,
exchange of lands, and ingress and egress for mining ciaimants and
occupants. ~ (emphasis added).

To carry out this direction, the Bureau has proposed a policy which will

apply from October Zl, i976 (the passage of FLPMA) until a Wilderness Study

Area is declared unsuitable for wilderness, or the inventory process deter-

mines that an area does not have wilderness characteristics. The policy is

to continue multiple use activities and to preserve the wilderness potential

of those areas designated for wilderness study. 2



The BLM has established two sets of poiicy guideiines. The first is for
those lands that are yet to be inventoried (see Chapter ll): 3

Environmental assessment records or environmental impact statements
prepared for proposed actions must include an inventory which
identifies areas over 5,000 acres, which have wilderness character-
istics.

if these areas are, after public review, designated study areas,
the proposed management action must be modified to avoid these
areas or the impacts must meet the requirements described in 2(c)
of this section.

b.

If there are no lands with wilderness potential involved in a
proposed action or if there are no negative impacts that will
impair the suitability of the areaafor wilderness, a negative declar
ation may be filed after an EAR is completed and the action aporoved

C.

d. if the proposed action would impair the wilderness suitability of a
study area, it cannot be approved until Congress declares the area
unsuitable for wilderness.

On lands which have been designated as Wilderness Study Areas, either

after the regular inventory process or by an environmental assessment record

r EIS (see Chapter il): A0

a, Exist ing mining and graz ing uses, as well as mineral leasing can

continue in the same manner and degree as conducted on October 21,

|976. it is emphasized that section 6o3(¢) of FLPMA does "vt limit

mining, including mineral leasing, and graz ing activit ies to the

1976, andprecise level at which they were occurring on October 21,
it ailows support activities for mining, mineral leasing, and grazing

to continue; for example, use of a road or way for motorized

`access so a grazing operation can continue.

b. Management restrictions of 603(c) FLPMA appiy and the Secretary
shali manage the lands so as not to impair the suitability for



wilderness and shall take action, (through regulation or otherwise)

to prevent unnecessary or undue degradation, This means that new

mining, grazing, or access that will impair an area's wilderness

suitability will be subject to regulation.

Existing activities, including mining and grazing, can be expanded

or curtailed; however, if the manner and degree of operation change

to the extent that additional impairment of an area’s wilderness

suitability results, the activity causing the increased impact will

also be subject to regulation,

c. New uses (such as access) and actions can be approved if an EAR
or EIS shows that the impacts will not impair suitability of an area

for wilderness. Mitigative measures, such as design, rehabilitation

or limitations on place and length of use may be applied to prevent

impairment  of  an area's wilderness suitability;  that  is, as long as

the activity can be terminated and/or the area left in a condition

where the wilderness resource has not been impaired aid the area

would still quality for wilderness designation. (ln deciding on a

temporary improvement, management must consider the relatively short

period of time (lk years or less) to amortize Federal and private
investments, plus the cost of removal).

in the case of an emergency (e.g.,drought, fire, or flood):

actions may be taken without regard to the wilderness potential of an
area to protect human life or prevent loss of property. The circum-
stances and action taken must be documented and made part of the public

5record.



Analysis

Obviously, this is a narrow path upon which the BLM must tread.

Congress compromised between Full interim protection (i.e. managed as Wild-

erness) and no interim protection (i,e. roads, poweriines, grazing develop-
ments, etc.). In one sentence, Congress said the suitability of such areas

shall not be impaired, gg; mining, grazing, and mineral leasing can continue
in the manner and degree in which it was being conducted on the date of the
approval of this Act. 6 in addition, such areas may not be closed to mining
activity, unless previously withdrawn or withdrawn from mineral entry by the

Secretary under Section 20# of FLPMA For reasons other than preservation
of the wilderness character. 7

ln  reality, th is gives the Secretary broad descret ion, since withdrawals

are often initiated to protect key natural values, the same as wilderness

designation would protect land and resources. The BLM would then be prohibited

f r o m  i n c r e a s i n g  g r a z i n g  o r  m i n e r a l  l e a s i n g .  '

In regard to emergency situations, white it  would appear that this

provision is necessary, it  should only be used in the most serious cases.

in addition, drought cannot be considered the same as a fire or flood, in

which the danger is imminent. A drought occurs over a much longer period of

time, which should allow actions to protect both wilderness characteristics and

life and property.



CHAPTER V

EXPLANATION AND ANALYSIS:

ACCELERAYED INVENTORY DF POTENTIAL WILDERNESS STUDY AREAS

ALONG THE PROPOSED ROUTE OF PACIFIC POWER 5 LIGHT COMPANY‘S KV POWERLINE

Because of the potential impact on wilderness resources of the 500
KV powerline planned by PPGL across southern Oregon, OSPIRG reauested
that BLM do a roadless area inventory of the routes. The following
chapter describes what happens when such an inventory is done with-
out formal guidelines and procedures.

_  E x p l a n a t i o n

For the last few years, the Pacific Power and Light Company (PPEL)

has been attempting to build a 500 kilovolt powerline from Midpoint,

Idaho, to Medford, Ore. At Malin, Ore., (near Klamath Falls) the line

would join a pair of 500 KV powerlines connecting the Columbia River and

Southern California power systems.

PPGL has yet to build the line. There has been, and is, major

opposition by citizens concerned about various aspects of the plans for
the line. There has been controversy over the need and economic justifi-

cation for the iine, and over potential environmental impacts on wildlife,

air ouality, aesthetics, and wilderness. lt is only the latter topic

we will deal with here. *

when PP&L applied to the BLM to obtain a right~of-way across the

public domain, it started a chain of events, including the filing of a

* For more information, see Pacjfic Wonderland, A Ease in_Three Acts by
El f nt i E rthwatch Ore onSteve e a n a , lNovember l977f 4IAn update article

will appear in the May l978 issuel.



draft environmental impact statement (EIS) I in August 1976 and a
final EIS in August 1977. 2 The E15 did not address the wilderness
issue at all, except to say:

The Act (FLPMA) also provides that all public lands be inventoried
with  priority g iven to  areas of  crit ical environmental concern
(Section lO2(a)), and roadless areas be reviewed as to their
su itab ility for preservat ion  as Wilderness (Sect ion  603) . The
inventory and analysis requirements for compliance with these
two provisions of the Act have a great potential for delaying
any decision on Pacific's right-of-way applications because re-
gulations and procedures for compliance have not yet been devel-
oped, and some of the land crossed by the proposal could qualify
under the roadless provisions of the Act. 3

How prophetic it was. On October 19, 1977, the Oregon State Office

of the BLM announced that it would undertake a wilderness inventory

(to be financed by PP&L) of all proposed and alternative routes described

in  the final ElS.* Not  long af ter the inventory got  undenuay, the

Secretary of the Interior informed PP&L that the Department of the

Interior preferred Alternat ive 1 instead of  the ut ility company's proposed

prime route. This choice was based on several factors, including, but

no t  l im ited  to :  The locat ion  o f  exist ing  o r p lanned  u t i l i t y corridors;

Effects on waterflows; And the relative amounts of undeveloped and

pristine areas along the routes. A This flies in the face of Organic
Act Directive 77-29 (March 1977) (issued by the BLM) which requires all

BLM ElS’s to contain a discussion of wilderness resources.

Accordingly, further work on analysis of routes other than the

now preferred alternative was discontinued and all efforts were concen-

t rated on the new route, Alternat ive l.

ln January 1978, the idaho and Oregon State Offices of the BLM

issued a "Dear Public Land Users" letter in which they presented the

results of the inventory to the public. 5 The letter consisted of five

e 0sPIRG letter to Murl Storms, BLM Oregon State Director, October 28, 197
26

7



va,¢= which included a iistnng of the roadiess areas [ty name and

identification number), acreage, and the district manager's recommen-
dation as to whether or not it should have “future consideration as a

wi derness Study Area." " it was not the Bureau‘s ,aznqr to designate

Wiiuerness Study Areas by this process. That prceess viii aucar after
6

grocedures have been adopted for use on ai! BLM iands.

The BLM examined the roadiess areas using Sectian 2§c} (3§E¢Chapte»

i2
':;.

2, Part One) Secs 4{b} of the wiiderness Act:

Except as otherwise provided in this Act, each agency administering
any area designated as wilderness shai!  be responsible for pre-
serving the wilderness character of  the area and shall so admin-
ister such area for such other PUFPOSSS for which it may have
been estabiished as aiso to preserve its wiiderness ch=ranter,
except as otherwise provided in this Act. wiiderness areas shall
ue devoted tn the pubiic purposes or recreational, scenic,
scientific, education, conservation and nistoricai use.

taeh area was evaiuated in terms of the extent to which it:

{i} pcssesses the characteristics ?iste¢ in éaation 2iu}, arf

eonid le used and managed tor the pubiic purposes iisfed
in iectaou Qibj.

ihu review yielded a taxa? of readicss areas cents-n.ng some

L1
\

,£59,000 acres and 27 islands. b Of these, BLM dixfriut managers

*J

have recommended that 32 roadiess areas, ccntsining €7§_50O acres ~nd
. , .  . ~  . : :  , _  .  . .  ` _ |    .  1 . .  » '  AU =f\a»Jf, bC -==“i‘-'21 sb °~S“= ““'~" D§1_:e£§ 2e;4;;::£Lsh;»2i;;;;L

charactealstlgs to warrant their being further considered as possibfa

,»

wiiierness study areas. 9 {em¢hasis added, Later, a euegiamcrtai
ietter was issued which stated that eight additional ruedi ss areas

.L_1¢ 4 . - » _ ¢ - ~ . - ¢ » ¢ p . _ -  e v e -  . ,  _  .  -  \ - ¢ » - » . u \ . » ~ . » ~ n » - - ' - - \ <

A
U

“ More detai ied information was evai ease far "~_eci@ur a wr=i@L£
' Lk cffices.
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were identified, totaling l53,800 acres.. Of that, the district managers

recommended 53,900 acres be identified as areas which may have suffi-

cient wilderness characteristics. lo
After receiving public comment for a period of 45 days, the BLM

state directors f rom Idaho and Oregon submit ted their recomendat ions

to the Director of the BLM in Washington D.C. (this recommendation was

not made public). The state directors' recommendations were only slightly
different than those made by the district managers. In Oregon, a portion

of  one potent ial Wilderness Study Area was dropped because of  past

seeding projects in the area. As the Oregon State Director put it:

The result of the inventory indicates that the powerline can
be built along Alternate Route I without impairing the suita-
bility of tracts for potential preservation as wilderness.
The inventory also indicates that  this result  can be obtained
without a significant deviation from route l. State Director
Mathews and I recommend that we be directed to invite a revised
application from Pacific Power and Light Company which would
modify the route as indicated by the inventory. we further
recommend that we be directed to proceed at once to work with
Pacific Power and Light in selection of a final route and
expedite finai issuance of the right~of-wayql

Dn April 13, I978, the Director of the BLM made the following

recommendation:

We have reviewed your memorandum of March 28, i978, and we
concur in your recommendation. Accordingly, you and State
Director Mathews are hereby directed to invite a revised appli-
cation from PP&L which would modify the company's proposal to
the route indicated in the inventory, Additionally, you should
immediately commence to work with PP8L in selection of a final
route. You should consider this a very high priority project ,
and take every step to expedite the issuance of the right-of-
way grant once a final line location has been identified, I2

GQ



Analysis

it  seems appropriate that this BLM study is under heavy crit icism

by the public. PP!L has been met at every step by individual citizens,
oroanizations and a multitude of government agencies who have either

opposed the line (in principle or a specific route) or have challenged

the need for the facilityr OSPIRG has raised several procedural and
substant ive points regarding th is powerline. Here we wil!  only deal wʻt ʻ

the wilderness related issues:

I. The study covered only those roadless areas along Alternative

Route l (currently preferred by the Department of the Interior), The

failure of  the inventorv to evaluate the wilderness potent ial of  ajj

areas along the proposed and alternative routes considered in the ffnai

EiS violates the National Environmental Policy Act of i959 (NEPA). I3
2. Til” st"dy was not done as a supplemert tc the Fine? EiS {or as

a second draft EIS), and iher fore the f`hdi !iS is inadequate ‘L
3. A direotive from the Washington office of the BLM required that

all BLM ElS's contain a discussion of the wilderness resource. This

direction was issued six nnnths before the fini! Ei? was released. lg

4. The ietter from the Secretary of the irterior to PP&L is
highly irreguiar. By stating his preference for Route 1, the Secretary

has jumped to a conclusion regarding route preference without having

collected all the relevant data for the aiternatives. Such action by
<

the Secretary usurps the roie of the public in the process and is in

contravention gf the ietter and inter; t NEPQ ea! the Council on Envir~
‘.»’.»

onmentai Opal ty guidelines for pubiic involvement. "
\

9
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5. The s‘~* was undertaken befere the ado or even issuance,

“ci
L3

ia
~<:
<2
"" "H

of a draft the Bureau-wide criteria for the wilderness review

process. ine eriteria used in the review had not been subjected to

public review sr eammentn

(fi

5. in aéniiien, the criteria used very different from the

criteria prenesed te conduct  the Bureau-wide wiiderness review. Speci~

fically, ine reaéiess areas were evaluated using Sec. 2(c) an 4(b) of

the Wilderness sci: The criteria used in the 500 KV poweriine wiiderness

inventory sees net appear in the draft Wiiderness Review Procedures, and

rightly sei neciien &§b§ has to do with the manner in which designated

Wilderness Areas are se be managed, and not whether they have wilderness

characteristics.

7. An exara. _ ary lack of information sent to the public casts
further shadows an ` _ inventory. in its letter announcing the results

" \
r r  3 , .
3 *  - - . -  ¢
" _  o  3
I1

of the invenaery and requesting pubiic input, the BLM offered its infor~

mation on aiear surstcning across several hundred miles:

Topograabf er she readless areas ranees from fiat to gently roiiing
lava aiairs is steepiv sloping foetbiiis and verticaiewalied canyons.
A  raw areas eantain iow mountains. Eievations are generaily  between
#,G@@ sue f §%§ feet, but range from iess than 2,300 feet near the
Snake Eéuei er ever ?,3OO feet in the Mount Bennett Hiils in idahe.

, The ciiwafe is semi-arid, and aesert anrubs and grasses are the most
commas ferns ef vegetation. Western juniper grows on severai of the
hggnag §f»ae Nest streams dry up in summer, but iarger rivers, such-,iw ~».- .1

as the Snase and Malheur, are iecated at or near the boundaries of
some er are areas.
Livestere araaing and management ef wildiife habitat are the most. ` ~ / _ f i

prevaieni 'na uses in almost all of the areas; Smaii mining
operatiane are iecated on the margins ef a few areas, Recreational

in

use is i anri ine moss common activities are hunting, rockbounding,
driving effe asa vehicles, and sightseeing frcm roads. i7'
The eebiia was expecied to review the individual case files available

at BLM offices E1 ine two states. The C355 fiisi Wéfe “Ot mUCh WOVS



helpful, They relied heavily on the BLM planning system (see Chapter 2)
which is woefully inadequate.

8. Each area was "evaluated" by a study team consisting of the
wilderness coordinator and landscape architect from the State Offices

and the recreation planner from the District involved. This limiting

of interdiciplinary review (heavy emphasis on aesthetics and recreational

aspects) is not what Congress intended (see Chapter ll, footnote I9).
9. The study was done during a N5-day period in the Winter.

According to a BLM employe, each area was necessarily sgeg by the study
team from a helicopter. The team did not  walk around each area. This

seems unreasonable when you consider the wilderness values cannot be

experienced from a helicopter, I8
i0. The review and the Final EIS failed to address or identify areas

of critical environmental concern (ACEC) as required by FLPMA (see Chapter
v, Part one).

ll. The lack of consistency in the recommendations of the district

managers is apparent. While there is criticism of the lack of inter-

disciplinary representation on the study team, the team was for the most

part consistent. Throughout the study, two members of the three~four

member study team evaluated every area. The changing member was the

recreation planner from the District involved. One member, only, evaluated

all of the areas in idaho and some in Oregon. it is logical to assume

that any mistakes in interpretation the team made would be evenly applied

over all areas.



Regarding the Idaho Districts (Shoshone and Boise), the managers

agreed 100 percent with the study team. Vale District disagreements were

over areas where the study team was "not clear" as to whether an area

had wilderness characteristics, when this was the case, the team would ,

recommend that the area be further considered as a potential wilderness
Study Area (to be safe). The Vale district managefoverruled this in

almost every case and made a negative recommendation.

A similar situation occurred in the Burns and Lakeview Districts.

In those Districts, the district managers often disagreed with the study

team recommendation. In fact, the Lakeview District, the only areas

recommended favorably were areas associated with the Lost Forest Research

Natural Area, which are required by law to be studied (seg Chapter i,
Part One).

I t is  clear that the Bureau of Land Management should:

I) Correct the evaluation deficiencies mentioned above;

2) Issue the study as a supplement to the Final ElS on the poweriine
and;

3) Study all of the proposed and alternative routes.
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Glossary

Contiguous - Lands or legal subdivisions having a common boundary;
lands having only a common corner are not contiguous.

formally jdentified4Rrimi;ive§n'Natural Areas - Those areas having
had a final action published in the Federal Register with a stated purpose,
objective, and/or title identifying or designating them as primitive or
n a t u r a l  a r e a s .  '

lggtant Stud Area - One of the primitive or natural areas formally
identified by BLM, prior to November l, l975.

jlggysion - A man-made feature or man-influenced change (land/water,
vegetation, or structure) which is in contrast with the natural character-
istics of the existing landscape.

Inventory - Every resource managed by the BLM has an inventory. (For
purposes of wilderness review, "inventory" means the examination and
display of areas on maps and in narratives, that are considered to be
(a) roadless, (bl have wilderness characteristics, and (c) are 5,000
acres or more or of sufficient size to make wilderness management practical
or are public land islands).

Multiple Use - ". . . the management of the public lands and their various
resource values so that  they are ut ilized in  the combinat ion that  will
best meet the present and future needs of the American people; making
the most judicious use of the land for some or all of these resources or
related services over areas large enough to  provide sufficient  lat itudes
for periodic adjustments in use to conform to changing needs and conditions;
the use of some land for less than all of the resources; a combination of
balanced and diverse resource uses that takes into account the long-term
needs of future generations for renewable and nonrenewable resources,
includ ing , but  not  limited  to , recreat ion , range, t imber, minerals,
watershed, w ild life, and fish, and natural scenic, scient ific and hist -
orical values; and harmonious and coordinated management of the various
resources without permanent impairment of the productivity of the land
and the quality of the environment with consideration being given to the
relative values of the resources and not necessarily to the combination
of  uses that  will g ive the greatest  economic return  or the greatest  unit
output." (Per Section l03, Federal Land Policy and Management Act of i976).

Public Lands -  For purposes of this document, public lands refers only
to that area where the surface is under the responsibility of BLM.

fgblic Land island - A body of land above the ordinary high-water elevation
of any meanderable body of water, except those islands formed in navigable
bodies of water after the date of admission of the state into the Union.



ggag - For the purpose of the wilderness inventory, a road is defined
as and must meet all of the following:

An access route which has been improved and maintained by using hand
or power machinery or tools to insure relatively regular and continuous
use. A way maintained solely by the passage of vehicles does not cons-
titute a road.

Words and phrases used in the above definition of “road” are defined as:

Improved and mainta ined: Where  actions  have  been and wi l l  continue
to be directed to physically keep the
road open to traffic.

Relatively regular and Use by vehicles having four or more wheels
continuous use: which has occurred and will continue to

occur on a recurring basis, for a predeter-
mined, planned, or intended purpose. (An
example would be access for equipment to
maintain a stock water tank. Casual or random
use by off-road vehicles or recreationists
does not qualify).

Roadless Area - That area bounded by a road using the edge of the physical
change that creates the road or the inside edge of the right-of-way as
a boundary.

SuitabilityWRecommendation - A recommendation as to whether or not a `
wilderness study area should be designated as a component of the National
wilderness System.

Wilderness Characteristics - The definition contained in section 2(c)
of the Wilderness Act_l78 Stat. 893); see page 4.

yilderness Area ~ An area formally designated by Congress as a part of
the National Wilderness Preservation System.

WiLderness,Study4Area - A roadless area which has been found to have
wilderness characteristics (thus having the potential of being included
in the National Wilderness System), and which will be subjected to
intensive analysis in the Bureau'S Planning system, and public review to
determine wilderness suitability, and is not yet the subject of a Con-
gressional decision regarding its designation as wilderness.


